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Abstract: High lift devices (DHS) are designed to expand the flight envelope by changing the local geometry (mechanization wing), they generally camber changes depending on the phase of flight (landing, take-off). As controls, the aircraft they developed aeromechanical has effects with implications for the resistance structure of the wings, and the most important effect is the twisting of the wing. The article desires a analysis of the 2D aerodynamic profile with changes in curvature at trailing edge.
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1. INTRODUCTION

High lift devices used for bearing surfaces are designed to expand the flight envelope by changing the local geometry (wing mechanization) according to phases of flight of the aircraft. Figure 1.1 is an example of this general concept

1.winglet, 2.low speed aileron, 3.high speed aileron, 4.flap track fairing, 5.Krüger flaps, 6.slats, 7.three slotted inner flaps, 8.three slotted outer flaps, 9.spoilers, 10.spoilers-air brakes

Fig. 1.1 High lift devices (HLD) [1]

Figure 1.2 presents flaps at Cessna 172.

Fig. 1.2 Flaps of Cessna 172,

The use of high lift modern aircraft derived from the need for speed with low values (equation 1) for takeoff and landing phases.

\[
V_{at} = \mu_{at} \cdot \sqrt{\frac{2 \cdot G}{\rho \cdot S \cdot C_{z-at}}} \quad (1)
\]

\[
F_{z-at} = \frac{\rho \cdot V_{\infty}^2}{2} \cdot S \cdot C_{z-at} \quad (2)
\]

where:

\(\mu_{at}\) – factor influencing soil landing, (0.94 – 0.96);
\(\rho\) – Air density;
\(G\) – Weight of airplane;
\(S\) – Lifting surface;
\(C_{z-at}\) – lift coefficient in landing configuration
In Figure 1.3 the most common types of flaps lifting surfaces.

![Types of flaps](image1)

The methods used to increase the maximum lift coefficient $C_{\text{zmax}}$ rely on either modifying the profile geometry (passive systems) or boundary layer control (active systems) or the combination of both methods. High lift studies systems based solely on increasing the bearing surface (type wing folding or telescoping wing), [14]. In carrying devices high lift continuity conditions are imposed to the lifting surfaces produces by the drag increase when high lift is un-prancing and keeping balance during turning to avoid decoupling aerodynamic moments.

**Flaps effects**

The operation of the wing flaps of curvature increase will cause an increase in lift at the same speed and the ratio $T / F_x$ is changed due to the change value. In this case $C_p$ (pressure center) moves downstream as the steering angle of the flaps increases, thus changing the ratio $F_z / G$, so it induces a dive time, see figure 1.5.

When using flaps for negative cycle (up to 50, 100) we have increased cruise by about 5% (transport planes) or better maneuverability for aerobatic maneuvers (aerobatics aircraft).

To increase the effectiveness of flaps we are using some constructive solutions and methods (operational or concept stage):
- Flaps with multiple sections, (Figure 1.6);

![Multiple slotted flaps](image2)
- Spoiler on the upper side in front flaps, figure 1.7;

![Fig. 1.7 Spoilers - DC 9, [8]](image)

- slotted flaps rolling extrados surfaces, see figure 1.8, drive / slot Δx;

![Fig.1.8 Slotted flaps](image)

- blowing boundary layer flow on laminating flap by applying the Coanda effect, the jet flap, [15, 16, 17, 18, 19];

![Fig. 1.9 Coandă effect [19]](image)

- Usage of partially morphing to remove pressure jumps in the joints (morphing - no joints, offering a seamless active continuous curvature), or the morphing trailing edge, see figure 1.10, [6, 7, 8];

![Fig. 1.10 Morphing concept [6]](image)

- command and control sequences during takeoff / landing fully automated, which eliminates discontinuities maneuver the pilot (autopilot assisted steering gear intervals);

- implementation of the concept "full stall", the landing sequence that leads to a landing speed almost zero;

- flap actuation-correlation with other commands such as thrust vectoring aircraft (aircraft V / STOL), see Figure 1.11.

![Fig. 1.11 Sukhoi VSTOL (flaps and vectoring traction), [9]](image)

2. THE 2D FLAPS ANALYSIS
We propose to analyze a Clark Y profile with simple flaps with different steering angles, by using four 2D analysis software tools (Javafoil 2.20, Profili 2.20, XFLR5 6.06 and web Airfoil tolls) that are based on Xfoil code. [10, 11, 12, 13].

Fig. 2.1 Clark Y airfoil

The study aims to analyze the variation of drag coefficient (Cx, Cz, Cm) depending on the angle of incidence (\(\alpha\)), the pressure coefficient (Cp) along the I chord in different positions of the flap deflection. Conditions of the analysis are presented in Table 2.1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Definition</th>
<th>121 pct</th>
<th>Viscosity</th>
<th>1.46 x 10^{-5}</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Reynolds</td>
<td>100000</td>
<td>Air density</td>
<td>1.221 kg/m³</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 2.1 Conditions of analysis**

2.1. The 2D analysis with flaps 0°

Viewing the three graphs (Fig. 2.2, 2.3, 2.4) the drag coefficient data depends on the angle of incidence where we can observe the differences in values of the code provided Javafoil and for the three other software environments (profile, XFLR, Xfoil web code) which revealed close values. [11, 12, 13].

Fig. 2.2 Chart Cz-\(\alpha\) (flaps 0°)

Fig. 2.3 Chart Cx-\(\alpha\) (flaps 0°)

Fig. 2.4 Chart Cm-\(\alpha\) (flaps 0°)

2.2. The 2D analysis with flaps 15°.

We perform a comparative analysis on 2D flow profile at different angles of deflection with the same software tools.

Fig. 2.5 Chart Cz-\(\alpha\) (flaps 15°)

Fig. 2.6 Chart Cx-\(\alpha\) (flaps 15°)
2.3. The 2D analysis with flaps 30°

The flap turning effect from 0° to 15° and 30° is illustrated in the graphs in Figures 2.11, 2.12, and 2.13 in the three coefficients (Cz, Cx and Cm) using the software environment XFLR5 6.09.

Fig. 2.7 Chart Cm-α (flaps 15°)

The 2D analysis reveals differences in the values provided by the software tools used, but similar numerical developments.

Java foil 2D shows an evaluation tool for highlighting ratio V / V (xfoil code), Figure x shows changes in flow velocity profile.
3. CONCLUSIONS & ACKNOWLEDGMENT

3.1. Conclusions

The main effect of flaps is a generating flow vortex separation on the upper side especially in areas of the surface with air turbulence. Their drive and side effects such as increased dive time decrease the horizontal speed, increasing speed descension, so intervention is required to prevent these effects by correlating flight control (throttle and stick). Aircraft flight control systems Coandă effect can make 3D maneuvers throughout the flight envelope. Next Generation on HDL is morphing concepts combined with smart materials that will increase the efficiency reaction rate of HDL.
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